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Allforcesarerepulsivebutthestrengthdependsonthephys-
ical properties of the two particles involved in the interac-
tion. In order to approximate the effect of hydrogen bond-
ing, water particles repel one another with almost negligible
force. Hydrophobicmonomersalso repel eachotherweakly.
There is a strong repulsion felt between water particles and
hydrophobic monomers. This is due to the frustration of
thesurroundingwatermolecules,whichare unableto satisfy
all of their potential hydrogen bonds. Interactions involving
surfactants are slightly more complicated.
The crucial differences between our version of the model
and that of Ono and Ikegami (2001), are the structure and
interactions of the surfactants. We make use of a more ex-
plicit representationof lipid particle geometry. Althoughthe
surfactants have internal structure, we do not model the har-
monicmotionoftheindividualmolecularcomponents. Each
surfactant is represented as a rigid particle free only to ro-
tate in discrete increments (reﬂecting the discrete nature and
underlying symmetry of the lattice). The pairwise interac-
tions between these particles are computed using the sum
of a set of Lennard-Jones functions. These calculate Van
der Waals forces for the four interactions between the hy-
drophilic heads and hydrophobic tails of all pairs of surfac-
tants which are nearest neighbours. Physically, these four
terms represent the dipole-dipole interaction between the
polar head regions, the dipole-induced dipole interactions
between the heads and hydrocarbon tails, and the induced
dipole-induced dipole interaction between the two tail re-
gions.
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Figure 1: Equilibriumorientations of pairs of surfactant par-
ticles. a) M1 particlesat adjacentlattice sites alignwiththeir
tails closer than their heads due to their cone-like geometry.
b) an M2 particle and an M3 particle prefer to align with an
angle of π/6 between their axes. This is due to the wider
splay of the tails of M3 particles.
M1 particles are modelled on detergentparticles with sin-
gle alkyl chains. This gives them a cone-like shape with a
broader head region. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic illus-
tration of their pairwise equilibrium conﬁguration. The two
M1 particles align with an angle of π
3 between their vertical
axes. M2 particles are based on lipids with doublehydrocar-
bon chains giving them a cylindrical geometry. As a result
they prefer to align parallel with one another. M3 particles
have broader tail regions, wider than their head groups. A
second example of the equilibrium conﬁguration of a pair
of particles is shown in ﬁgure 1(b), which illustrates how
the cylindrical M2 particle and the broad-tailed M3 particle
prefer to align with one another. Since the M2 particle has
a cylindrical geometry but the M3 particle has a broader tail
region,these two particles preferto align with an angle of π
6.
The other equilibriumconﬁgurationsare deﬁned in a similar
way, e.g. an angle of π
3 for pairs of M3 particles (with head
groups closer than tails) and an angle of 0 for pairs consist-
ing of an M1 and an M3 particle.
We now turn to deﬁning the interactions between surfac-
tants and water. Clearly the head groups of M1 particles
will be attracted to water overa broaderrange of angles than
those of M2 and M3. The repulsion between the tails of M3
particles and water will also extend over a wider range of
angles than the other two particles. These varying afﬁnities
for water are summarised in ﬁgure 2, which shows the vari-
ation of the pairwise potential φ for an amphiphile neigh-
bouring a water particle over a range of orientation angles
θ. The M2 particle with its cylindrical geometry, feels an
anti-symmetric repulsion as a function of θ. Conversely, the
M3 particles feel a broad ranged repulsion when their tails
face water and only over a narrow range do they experience
an attraction to water.















Figure2: Pairwise potentialφ fora water and surfactantpar-
ticle at neighbouring lattice sites. The potential varies as a
function of the surfactant orientation θ and takes on a differ-
ent functional form for each of the three surfactant species.
Note that in the model, the possible values of θ are discre-
tised, the continuous curves are indicative only.
At eachtime step, the potentialenergyﬁeld foreachparti-
cle type is calculated using the interactions described above.